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Usingselectiveinterferenceto investigate
spatialmemory representations*
TIMOTHYA. SALTHOUSEI
Human PerfonnanceCenter, University of Michigan,Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Two experiments used a selective interference procedttre in an attempt to determine whether
nonverbal visual stimuli were represented in memory in a verbal or spatial format. A spatial
representation was clearly implicated. In both experiments, Ss were required to remember either the
positions or the identitiei of seven target items in a 25-item array. During the retention interval for that
information, Ss attempted to recognizeschematic face or airplane photograph stimuli,in a same-different
memory task. Memory performance on one or both tasks was gteatly impaired when the recall task
involved position o. spaiial information, but was either much less or not at all affected by an identity or
verbal information recall task. Because of the selective nature of the interference and on the basis of
certain correlational evidence, the experimental results were also interpreted as providing support for the
notion that verbal and spatial information are stored and processed in separate information-processing
systems.

Do visual images exist? Can people use spatial or
visual codesto remembernonverbalmaterial?Also, to
what extent are spatial and verbal information stored
and processed in separate memory and processing
systems?
The experimentsin the presentreport attempt
to provideanswersto thesequestions.
The primary goal in the researchwas to determinethe
nature of the short-termmemory code for nonverbal
visual stimuli. The basic issue may be stated in the
following terms. Are nonverbalvisual stimuli, such as a
person'sface, rememberedby first verbally describing
the stimuli to oneselfand then rememberingthe verbal
have suggested(e.g.,
description,as some researchers
Or is
Glanzer& Clark, 1962,1963,1964;Habet,1966)?
of
visual
in
some
sort
retained
information
the stimulus
"visual
or spatial format, as is implied by the term
image"?
The approachto this problemwas direct. Nonverbal
recognitionmemory performancewas investigatedwhen
Ss were prevented from employing either a verbal
memory code or a spatialmemory code.The procedure
used to preventan S from utilizing particularcodesfor
the nonverbalrecognitionstimuli involvedrequiringSs
to rememberas urany verbal memory items or spatial
memory items as possible, while simultaneously
performingthe nonverbalrecognitiontask.
The nature of the nremory code for nonverbalstimuli
will be inferred on the basis of whether the verbal
memory-load condition or the spatial memory-load

condition causes the greater disruption in nonverbal
recognition performance.If recognition performanceis
impaired more when Ss are prevented from using a
verbal memory code (i.e., the verbal memory-load
condition), then a verbal memory representationwould
be implicated for the nonverbal stimuli. However, if
recognition performanceis impaired more when Ss are
unable to use a spatial representationfor the nonverbal
stimuli (i.e., the spatialmemory-loadcondition), then a
spatialmemory code for the nonverbalstimuli would be
implicated.
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GENERAL METHOD
Stimuli
The choice of the stimuli for the recall task was dictated by
several requirements: (a) The type of information that Ss would
be required to remember had to be qualitatively different (i.e.'
verbal or spatial); (b) the formal structurc of the task (i'e.' the
chance performance level, the information content per item'
etc.) had to remain the same; and (c) the methods of
presentation for the different types of information had to be
either identical or very similar. Stimulus materials meeting all of
these requirements are arrays of either 25 uppercaseletters or 25
numbers. Only the letter arrays were used in Experiment I, but
both letter and number arrays were used in Experiment II. The
letter arrays consisted of all of the letters of the alphabet, except
for the letter O, randomly arranged in a 5 by 5 square. The
number arrays were composed of the 25 numbers, from I to 25'
positioned randomly in a diamond-shaped array. Both types of
arrays are illustrated in Fig. l.
The arrays were typed in the center of 127 x 178 mm index
cards, with white cards used for the letter arrays and yellow
cards used for the number arrays. Each row or column was
separated from its neighboring row or column by two typed
spaces. Seven of the items in each array were circled in red ink
and served as the target items. The target items for each array
were selected randomly, with the restriction that each row or
column had to have at least one, but not more than three, target
items. Stimuli in which the positions of the target items formed
a symmetrical or almost symmetrical pattern were excluded. In
addition, the target items in the letter arrays used in
Experiment II did not include any vowels to prevent Ss from
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stimulus array, next performed the recognition task with the
nonverbal visual stimuli, and finally recalled the array
information. The remaining trial types are control trials for the
recognition task (R) and for the recall tasks involving identity
and position information (I and P, respectively). The
presentation of a stimulus array in R and the introduction of a
distraction task requiring little or no memory involvement into
the retention interval of I and P wgre attempts to equate the
attention demands on S in all trial types. In Experiment II these
attempts were abandoned and R, I, and P were "pure," involving
only the recognition or recall task.
In order to avoid problems of differences in task emphasis, the
Ss in both experiments were instructed that if they had
difficulty handling both tasks in IR and PR, they were to
emphasize the recall task and let their performance on the
recognition task suffer if necessary.

EXPERIMENT I
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The first experimentexploredthe effectiveness
of the
selectiveinterferencemethod as a meansof determining
the nature of the memory representationfor nonverbal
visualstimuli.
Method
Subjects. Thirty-six introductory psychologystudents
participatedfor I h eachin partia.lsatisfaction
of a coutse
requirement.
The Sswereassigned
to oneof threegroupsin the

order they reported to the laboratory,with the constraintthat
eachgroup result in six malesand six females.All Ssweretested
individually.
Stimuli. Three different types of stimuli were used in the
F[. l. Itlustration of *. o*ur,r, arrays (a) and the artay experiment.The stimuli in the recognitiontask were a set of
respomes (b) used in the overlapping recall task The letters in b schematicfaces originally constructedby Tversky (1969) and
are the responsesto the square array in a, and the circled dots in illustratedin that report. Three binary dimensionsdistinguished
the faces,resultingin a total of eightdifferent stimuli.The three
b ce the responsesto the diamond array in a.
dimensionswere (a) head shape,i.e., a verticallyorientedoval or
codirg the items into words, a strategythat was observedin a horizontallyorientedoval; (b) eye type, i.e., shadeddark eyes
or unshaded "open" eyes; and (c) mouth curvature, i.e., a
ExperimentI.
The Ss were instructed to remembereither the positionsor straightline mouth or an upwardcurved"smiling" mout\.
The stimuli for the recall task were 50 different
the identities of the target items. When Ss1were remembering
positions, they were given a responseforr4 containing either a representativesof the letter-atray stimuli described earlier.
square-or diamond-shapedarray of 25 dots, dependirg upon During the experimentalsession,each S started at a random
whether they received the letter or number stimuli, The recall point in the deck of 50 stimuluscardsand cycled through the
responsesfor the position informatbn consistedof circling the deck until all trialshad beenpresented.
In addition to the face and, letter-array stimuli, single
dots in the responsearray that correspo4dedto the positionsof
the circled items in the stirnulus array. The recall responsesfor threedigit numberswere also usedin someof the expelimental
the.target identity information invohed writing the seventhrget conditionsto be describedlater.
Apparatus.The letter arrays were observedby Ss through a
items in seven horizontal spacesprovided on a responseform.
The recall score in both tasks was simply the number of target half-silvered (one-way) mirror aftached to the front of a
cardboard box. The viewing time bf tlie stimulus cardsivas
itemsreproducedcorrectly.
Recall instructionsfor both types of informationemphasized
that Sswere to guess,if necessary,
to producesevenresponses
on
Table I
each trial. In an attempt to reduce the variability of strategies
Diagram of the Stnrcture of the Five Trial Types
used to handle the recall tasks,Ss were encouragedto use the
"most effective strategy." The suggeqled strategy for
Trial
Trial Structure
rememberingthe target identities mentionedthe "effectiver-ress" Type
of verbal or auditory codirg and rehearsaldf the targetitems in
(Time-+)
increasing recall. The strategy suggestedfor the position task
(
(Stimulus)
Recognition
R
"advantages"
emphasizedthe
for remernberingpositions of
(
( Array )
Task
generatingand maintaining a visual imgge of the stimulus array.
(Minimal
RecallTarget
Memory)
I
Stimulus
In addition, Sswere completelyinformedabout the construction
(DistractionTask)
Identities
Array
of the arrays,includingdetailsabout the populationof stimulus
(Minimal Memory)
Recall Target
Stimulus
items and the fact that each item appeared only once in each P
(DistractionTask)
Positions
Array
atray.
RecallTarget
Recognition
IR
Stimulus
Procedure
Identities
Array
Task
by the hve trial
The generalexperimentaldesignis represented
RecallTarget
Recognition
PR
Stimulus
types illustratedin Table 1. The two most important trial types
Positions
Task
ArraY
are those desienatedIR and PR. ln these trials Ss first saw a
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limited by controlling lhc tinle that the interior of the box was
illuminated by a 75-W light bulb attachedto the top of the box'
Directly adjacent to the Jrrly presenlation apparatus was a
S c i e n t i f i c P r o t o l y p e t h r c ' c ' f i t ' l dt a c h i s t o s c o p gu s e d t o d i s p l a y t h e
schematic face stimuli and tlle three{igit number stimuli' The
b i n o c u l a r v i e w e r f o r t h c t a c h i s t o s c o p ew a s l o c a t e d a s h o r t
distance to the lelt ot the viewing window of the array
p r e s e n t a t i o n a p p a r a t t l s .s o t h a t S m e r e l y h a d t o m o v e h i s h e a d
slightly to switch liom vie\.ing the letter arrays to observing the
faceor number stimuli.
Procedure. The design ol the cxperiment was oriented around
two basic tasks, a letter-;irray recall task and a face recognition
task. Thr' letter-array task was as described above and involved
remembering either verbal (i.e., identity) or spatial (i.e''
position) iniormation. The arrays were presented for a duration
of 4 sec, with a retention interval of l0 sec. At the end of the
retention interval, a red indicator light signaled S to begin recall.
The facerecognition task involved a judgment of whether two
successively presentr'd schematic faces were the same or
different. The faces rvere presented in the tachistoscope for
5 0 0 m s e c e a c h , s e p a r a t e db y a n i n t e r s t i m u l u s i n t e r v a l o f 4 s e c
(measured from the offset of the t-lrst face to the onset of the
second). A blight field rvas exposed in the tachistoscope during
the interstimulus intr'rval to minimize the effects of image
p e r s i s t e n c ea n d s h o r t - t e r m v i s u a l s t o r a g ep h e n o m e n a .I n a d d i t i o n
to makirg a same/dift'erent response, Ss were also asked to
a t t a c h a c o n l t d e n c e r a t i n g t o t h e i r d e c i s i o nb y a s s i g n i n gt o i t o n e
of the digits 1, 2, or 3 to indicate high, moderate, or low
confidence, respectivell'. Both the same/different response and
the confidence rating rvere to be made vocally immediately after
the second face stimulus had been presented.
As mentioned earlier. the addition of a stimulus-array
presentation in R and a minimal-memory distraction task in I
and P were efforts to make these trial types approximately
equivalent in attention demands to IR and PR. In order to force
Ss to attend to the stimulus array in R, they were instructedto
"A" was a target item in that array and to
"yes"
if the letter
say
"no"
i f i t w a s r r o t . A d d i t i o n a l i n s t r u c t i o n s e m p h a s i z e dt h a t
say
no array information need be remembered and that the only
response to the array should be made before the face stimuli
were presented. The distraction task in I and P involved reading
aloud a three-digit number exposed for 500 msec in the
tachistoscope. The number was presented at approximately the
same point in the retention interval at which the first face
stimulus was presented in IR and PR.
Although there were five different types of trials in the
experiment, any given S was presented with only three of them.
All Ss first received l0 repetitions each of the two recall control
trials. I and P. with the order counterbalanced across Ss' Next
the Ss received 64 trials of R, IR, or PR, depending upon the
group (Group N, V, or S, respectively) to which they had been
issigned. The names of the groups were derived from the type of
information (none, verbal, or spatial) the Ss were required to
remember concurrent with the face recognition task.
The presentation order of the face recognition trials was
varied across Ss, but all Ss ultimately received the same 64 trials.
Half of these trials were same pairs, i.e., the two faces presented
on those trials were the same, and half of the trials were
different, i.e.. the trvo faces in the pair were different' In
addition, the different pairs were of three types, since the pair of
faces could differ in one, two, or three dimensions. The number
of trials with each difference relationship was 16 for pairs with a
difference on one dimension, 12 tbr pairs with a dift-erence on
two dimensions, and 4 for pairs differing on all three dimensions.
The distribution of same trials and of all types of different trials
was approximately random throughout all stimulus presentation

Table 2
Mean Recall Performancefor Groups N, V, and S: Experiment I
Type of Information Remembered
ld\:n tities

CroupV
Group S

Positions
PR

IR

Trial Type
GroupN

_

3 . 50
(.19)

5.24
(.23)
5.td

( . 18 )
5.25
(.22)

5.64
( . 2l )

3.80
(.27)
3.73
(.29)

4.10
(.32)

are estimatesof the standard
Note-Numbersin parentheses
enor of the me.tn.

Since seven targets were presentedon each array, the
highest possiblescoreis 7.0 items. The finding that the
three groups performed nearly identically on both I and
P provides some assurancethat the random assiSnment
of Ss to the three groups resulted in groupsthat were
approximately equivalent in performance on two
relevanttasks.
The major concern in the experimentwas the effect
on face recognition accuracy of having to remember
simultaneously one of two different types of
information. The measure of recognition accuracy
employed was the area under the curve pitting
percentage of accurate same judgments against the
percentageof inaccuratesamejudgments,i.e., the At
measure,derivedby consideringthe different confidence
ratings as successivedecision criteria (see Pollack &
Hsieh, 1969; Pollack,Norman, & Galanter,1964).The
pattern of results and the statistical decisions were
identical for both the A. measureand the measureof
percentcorrect.
The means and estimatedstandarderrors of the A*
measureof recognitionaccuracywere .889 (.032), .890
(.028), andl .756 (.036) for Groups N, V, and S,
respectively.It is obvious at first glancethat Groups N
and V are nearly equal and that both groupsare superior
to Group S. Statistical support for tl'ris conclusion is
provided by a Kruskal'Wallis rank-order analysis of
variance.The test was significantat the .01 level,and the
rank sums (N = 268.5, Y = 266, and S = 131.5) clearly
indicate that Group S is appreciably different from
GroupsN and V, which are nearly equivalent.
A further analysisof the recognitionperformancewas
carried out in order to determine whether the groups
differed in the manner in which they processedthe face
stimuli. For this analysis,an Ag measurewas calculated
separatelyfor eachtype of different trial for eachS. The
means of these data are illustrated in Fig. 2. The data
were subjectedto an arc-sinetransformationto achieve
sequences.
homogeneity of varianceand testedwith an analysisof
variance. Both the main effects of groups
ResultsandDiscussion
=
standard
and
estimated
the
means
presents
2
Table
[F(2,33) 6.90, p < .005] and of type of differenttrial
errors of the mean numberof correcttarget items [ F ( 2 , 6 6 )= 2 7 . 2 1 . p ( . 0 0 1 ] w e r e s i g n i f i c a n bt .u t t h e i r
n a sn o t ( F < 1 . 0 ) .
in I andP by theSsin eachof thethreegroups. i n t e r a c t i o w
recalled
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was placed oll tlle
either becausc less ellttrrhasis
rc'cognitiontask in PR than irt IR or bccausethe ttrore
difficult position task rc'quiredlllore celltralprocesslng
c a p a c i t lt'h a nt l i d t l l r 'i d e r r t i t lt u s k '
A priori. there is llo reasonto expecta differencein
.9
task enrphasis.sitlce btltlt Groups V and S were
Ag
instructetl to eltrphasizethe recall task over the
'l
r
.
/ this possibilitycalr be
recognitiontask. Nevertheless.
checied by tttcallsof the following conrparison'Since
.8
both wllen the recall
are available
tlleasures
perforrttance
-/'
r
it is performed
when
ancl
alone
iask is perforrned
!--'
call conlpare
one
task,
lecognition
tlie
with
concurrently
trials
single-task
between
pertorntance
in
the
differences
.7
the
is,
That
groups'
atrddual-tasktrialsfor the two recall
t
2
3
be
IR
can
and
I
on
perlornrance
differencebetween
r { o . o F D ,l trN s,o rvs
on
P
performance
between
difference
the
to
compared
emphasis
placing
more
were
S
in
Group
Ss
the
If
FR.
and
three
Fig. 2. A, for different trialp with one. two, and
dimensionsilifferent, ExperimentI. (The ban aboveor below on the letter-arrayrecall task in the dual-tasksituation
eachpoint indicatdthe estimatedstandarderrors.)
than were tlte Ss in GroupV, the Group S difference
would be expected to be greater than the GroupV

t.o

l,z'

These results indicate (a) that all tltree groups are difference.
A potentially critical issue concernswhether the
discriminating irmong the types of different trials'
to be cornparedare absoluteor relative
finding it easierto detect a differencewhen the pair of differences
Absolute differencesare simply the total
differences.
stimuli had a greaternumber of dimensionsdifferent'
of itenrsdifferent betweenthe IR and I trials
and (b) that Groups N, V, and S nraintaintlteir same number
the PR and P trials. Relative differences
relative-standings for all forms of different trials' The and
the amount of the differenceupon the
conditionalize
latter fact further demonstratestlrat the poorer
performance level in each group'
base
or
single-task
particular
any
. performanceof Group S is not limited to
Thus, the relative difference scoreswould be ratios in
kind of recognitiontrial.
the form (I - lRyI and (P - PR)/P. It is quite probable
An additional analysis of the data on the basis of
that convincingtheoretical argumentscould be offered
(e'g',
which featureswete different in the different trials
in behalf of each of the two methods of difference
yielded
no
eyes, head shape, eyes and mouth, etc')
comparison.For this reason' both comparisonsare
differencesamong the groupsin the relativeemphasison
below.
presented
one feature or another and no interactionof Kind of
absolutedifferenceswere -.38 for Group S
mean
The
Featureby RecallGrouP.
-.47
for Group V, with estimatedstandardenorsof
and
The results discussedthus far make it abundantly
.22 and .19, respectively.The means and estimated
clear that having to remember position information,
standarderrors of the relativedifferencesor ratios were
while simultaneouslyperforminga face recognitiontask, -.13
and .07 for Group S and -'10 and '04 for
causesmuch more interferencein the face recognition
Group V. Clearly,with neither differencecomparisonis
performance than having to remember identity
the Group S difference significantly larger than the
information. This finding is pertinent to all of the goals
Group V difference. On the basis of this evidence,
of the currentproject.First, becausethe interferenceis
therefore, the suggestionthat the differencesbetween
selective and in the direction of spatial information
V and S could be due to a difference in task
interfering and verbal information not interfering, the Groups
emphisis must be rejected'The fact that the differences
memory representationfor the schematicface stimuli
negative is oi no consequenceto the logical
used in the recognition task is inferred to be spatial in weie
and is probably attributable to practice
nature. Second, the notion that spatial and verbal a.gu*.ni
the estimatesof single'taskperformance
since
efiects.
information can be maintained in memory
trials fewer in number and presented
on
based
were
of
substantial
simultaneouslyis supported by the lack
in the sessionthan those used in estimatingthe
interference between the verbal recall task and the earlier
in the dual'tasksituation'
performance
spatial face recognition task. And third, evidencein
hypothesisis provided in
fivor of the separate'system
E)CERIMENT II
both of the resultsjust described.
It is possible, however, that the findings reported
Experiment II was designed to test the second
above were the result of one or more artifacts' For
that remembering position information
hypoihesis
example,since position information was more difficult
interferencein a nonverbalrecognitiontask
rnot.
.uurat
P
I
and
to rememberthan identity information (compare
becausetarget positions are more difficult to
trials in Table 2). the position recall task may have merely
rememberthan targetidentities.Four major conditions
causedmore interferencein recognitionperformance,
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were involved, consistingof the combinationof two presentationtime was regulatedby the duration of a clicking
soundthat signaledS to inspectthe letter array.
types of recognitioninformation(i.e., either nonverbal
hocedure. The designof the experimentwas similar to that of
or verbal) with two types of recall information (i.e., ExperimentI in that all Ss receivedTrial Types I and P, and
threegroupsof Ssweredifferentiatedaccordingto whetherthey
eithertargetidentitiesor targetpositions).
According to the selectiveinterferencehypothesis, receivedTrial Type R, IR., or PR. As in ExperimentI, the three
groupsweredesignated
GroupsN, V, and S, respectively.
remernbering position information interferes with
The Ss in all groups received both nonverbal and verbal
recognitionperforrnancebecauseof the spatialnature of recognitionstimuli and participatedfor a total of 160 trials in
the recognitiontask. If a verbalrecognitiontaskwereto each of two sessions.The composition of the trials was as
be used, rememberingidentity information would be follows: l0 initial trials eachof I and P, 60 trialsof R, IR, or PR
expected to result in more interference than with airplanerecognitionstimuli, 60 additionaltrialsof the same
type with word recognitionstimuli, and, finally, l0 more trials
rememberingposition information. Thus, the selective each of I and P. The presentationorder of I and P and of the
interferencehypothesispredictsa significantinteraction airplane and word recognition stimuli was counterbalanced
between the type of recognition information and the across Ss within each group and across sessionsfor each S,
Furthermore, in each sessiona new set of recognition stimuli and
type of recallinfolmation.
(i.e.,'square-shaped
letter arrays
If the other hypothesisis correct,i.e., attributingthe a different form of recallstimuli
or diamond-shaped
numberarrays)wereemployed.
greater interferenceof position information to the
Responses
to the recognitiontaskwere madeby S'swriting in
greater difficulty of remembering target positions the appropriatespaceon the responseform either the letter "S"
compared to target identities, then remembering for slide pairs that were the silmeor the letter "D" for slide pairs
positions should cause more interference than that were different, and a confidencerating from 1 to 3. Both
the letter and number responses
were to be written immediately
remembering identities, regardless of the type of
after the secondslide had been presented.
recognitioninformation.That is, this hypothesispredicts
a significant main effect of the type of recall
Resultsand Discussion
information (i.e., position recall should cause more
Recall performancein I and P was measuredfour
interference than identity recall) but no significant
times for each S in the current experiment. In both
interaction.
experimental sessions,10 trials were presentedat the
An additional purpose of the experiment was to
beginning and at the end of the session. The group
investigatethe influenceof practiceon the magnitudeof
means and estimated standard errors for the 20 trials in
the experimentaleffects.To this end, eachS performed
eachsessionare presentedin Table 3.
in two sessionsunder the sameexperimentalconditions.
Although there are some anomalies in the data, the
two groups of most importance in subsequentanalyses,
Method
performanceon
FortycightSs received
Subjects.
$2/h for theirparticipation i.e., Groups V and S, havevery similar
in two experimental
sessions
lastingfrom I to 2.5h. TheSswere Trial Types I and P in both sessions.
testedin groupsof fromoneto fourin two sessions
separated
by
Table 4 summarizesthe meansand estimatedstandard
24 h. Threeexperimental
groupsof l5 Sseach,l0 females
and5 errors of the A. recognition accuracymeasurefor the

males,were formed by assigning
Ss to one of the threegroupsin
the order they reportedto the laboratory.
Stimuli. One hundredand twenty slidesof 13 modelairplanes
photographedin variousorientationsagainsta blue background
were usedasthe nonvetbalstimuli. Sixty slidepairswere*same"
pairs and had the sameairplane in the sameorientation in both
slides.The remaining 60 pairs were "different" pairs in the sense
that the airplanes,although in the same orientation and very
similar in general appearance,were actually different airplanes.
The verbal stimuli were 120 pairsof slidesof threefour-letter
words. Each pair of slidescontaineda different set of words, and
in all slides the three words were typed in lowercaseon three
lines, each directly below the one above.Half of the pairs of
slideshad the same three words, in the sameorder, in both
membersof the pair. The other 60 pairsof slideshad one word
different betweenthe membersof eachpair. The different word
was randomly varied among the first, second,and third positions
on the slide.
Both the letter-array and the number-arraystimuli described
previouslywere used in the current experiment.Each type of
array had 160 different versions,this being sufficient to allow a
differentversionto be presentedto a givenS on eachtrial.
Apparatus.A Kodak Carousel350 slide projector with an
automatic slide changer was used to project the recognition
stimuli on a wall. The two slideson each trial wereexposedfor
approximately1.5 seceach,with the blank intervalbetweenthe
two slideslastingapproximately3.0 sec.
As in the previousexperiment,two interval timers were used
to control the stimulus presentation time (4 sec) and the
retention interval (10 sec) for the recall task. The stimulus

Table3
for GroupsN,V, andS: ExperimentII
MeanRecallPerformance
Typd of InformationRemembered
Identities
Trial Type

Group N
Group V
Group S

Group N
Group V
Group S

I

I

R I R
AirplanesWords

Positions
P P R P R
Airplanes Words

I
Session
4.20
s . 53
_
( . 1 ?)
(.1e)
4.37
5 . 8 1 5 . 5 0 4.93
(.2s)
(.22) (.27) ( . 3 1 )
4
. 3 6 3.94 4.04
5.96
(.24) (.27) (.2s\
(.le)
2
Session
4.40
s.75
_
( . 1 5)
(.13)
499
5.93 5.64 5.40
(.24)
( . 1 8 ) ( . 2 6 ) (.24)
5
. 0 6 4.63 4.45
5.98
(.23) (.26) (.27\
(.15)

Note-Numbers in parenthesesare estimates of the standold
enor of the mean.
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recognition,while the reverseis truc tor remembering
posilion inlorntation. That is. tlie interferenceis
selectiveand dependentupon the typesof infornration
V
GroupS i n v o l v e di n t h e t w o c o n c u r r e ntta s k s .
Group N
Group
Type of Recall Information Rementbered
As in the previousexperiment.the recalldata were
on Trial TypesI
by cbmparingthe perfornlance
RecogTrial
P o s i t i o n s analyzed
None
Identitir's
and PR' Botlt
IR
Types
Trial
on
perforntance
witlr
P
and
nition.
PR
Type:
R
IR
Material
the absolute and the relative difterence measures
discussedearlier were subiectedto the sanret1'pe of
Session I
analysisof varianceperforrnedotr tlle recognitiondata.
.824
.822
.899
in both difference
Airplanes
(.019)
( . 0 2 2)
1 . 0 2 3 ) The statisticalresultswere identical
measuresand. hence, only those for the absolute
.929
.884
.976 |
Words
( . 0 1 5)
(.00s)
1 . 0 1 5 ) nreasurewill be reported.Neither the main effectsof
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positions. The mean ratings, where I represented Bower, 1970) produced resultsindicating that a spatial
exclusiverelianceon visual imagery and 5 represented or imaginal representation was possible for verbal
exclusive reliance on verbal rehearsal,were 4.51 for stimuli, but subsequentunpublishedexperiments(e.g.,
identity information and 2.40 for position information. Brooks, 19721'Bower, Munoz, & Arnold, 1972; both
Only I S out of 48 failed to report a more "verbal" cited in Andenon & Bower, 1973) have failed to
strategy f or remembering identities than for replicate the crucial findings. The current experiments
remembering positions. The close agreementbetween demonstratethat a spatial representationis definitely
this introspectiveevidence and one's intuitive feelings possible for some stimuli, viz., nonverbal stimuli, and
about the identity and position tasks strengthensthe suggest that verbal and nonverbal stimuli are
confidenceone may have in the assertionthat identity fundamentally different in their types of memory
information is remembered verbally and position representation.
information is rememberedspatiallyor visually.
In demonstratingthat nonverbal stimuli are retained
The conclusionsto be drawn from the resultsof the in a visual or spatialmode, the current experimentsare
current experiment are as follows. First, the selective also relevantto the issueof visual imagery.It is obvious
interference hypothesis is generally zupported and, that the first step necessaryfor the investigationof
hence,so also is the selectiveinterferenceinterpretation visual imagery is the establishmentof the existenceof
of the resultsof ExperimentI. The resultsclearlylead to visual images.Such evidencefor the existenceof a visual
the rejectionof the hypothesisthat position information image is availablein the results reported above if one
is simply more demandingand, therefore, causesmore takes the reasonableposition that a visual image is
general interference than identity information. This merely the spatial representationof information not
conclusion is based upon the recognition and recall physically present in the environment. An important
results in Tables 3 and 4, both of which exhibit a point to note is that, in supplying data pertinent to the
statistically significant interaction of Type of Recall issueof visual imagery,objectiverather than subjective
Information by Type of Recognition Material. In methods of investigationwere employed. That is, the
addition, none of the analysesyielded a significantmain conclusionsin the presentexperimentswere basedupon
effect of type of recall information, nor is there a inferencesfrom performancemeasuresand not on solely
pattern in this direction in any of the data.
introspective reports, as was the practice in the early,
A secondconclusionis that airplanephotographsare and generallyunfruitful, studiesof imagery.
representedin short-term memory in a visual or spatial
format. This is inferred from the fact that there is The Assumption of SeparateMemory Systems
generallymore interferencewhen recognizingairplanes
In general,the current experimentalfindings suggest
and remembering position information than when that the assumptionof independentmemory systemsis
recognizing airplanes and remembering identity not only plausiblebut, in fact, probable. The primary
information.
support for the notion of separatememories is the
The third conclusion is that further support is selective interference found when different types of
provided for the assumptionsthat verbal and spatial recall information are rememberedconcurrently with
i n f o r m a ' t i o n c a n b e r e p r e s e n t e d i n m e m o r y different types of recognition information. In both
simultaneouslyand that each type of information is ExperimentsI and II, the most interferenceresultswhen
stored 'in a separate and independent memory. The the same type of information is involved in the two
success of the selective interference method of simultaneoustasks. The interference is either greatly
determining the memory code for nonverbal stimuli reduced or eliminated when different types c f
implies the probable existence of separateverbal and information areinvolvedin the two tasks.
spatial information-processingsystems that can act
Bpfore completely acceptingthe view that there are
concurrentlywith minimal interference.
separateand distinct processlngsystems,it is essentialto
examinecarefully the alternativesto this idea.One quite
plausiblealternativeis that there is only a singleunitary
GENERAL DISCUSSION
processing system and that interference within the
i
The ex!eriments reported above provide an system is ,proportional to the degree of similarity
unequivocal answer to the question of what the between the different pieces of information being
modality of the internal representationis, or at leastcan processed.
be, for nonverbal visual stimuli. A spatial or visual
However, an initial problem with a single
representation is clearly implicated, at least for similarity-dependent interference system is that the
unfamiliar complex stimuli or briefly presentedsimple conceptof similarity doesnot appearto do justice to the
stimuli.
relationship among the stimuli in the current
The importance of the presentresultsis accentuated experiments.One's intuition suggeststhat the stimuli
by the lack of conclusivefindings from studiesusing a differ more in the type or quality of the information
selective interference procedure very similar to that involved, rather than in terms of a structural or
employed here but investigating verbal rather than stimulus-determined
notion of similarity.For example,
nonverbal stimuli. Two experiments(Atwood, 1971; it is difficult to conceiveof how or whv the scl.rematic
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face stimuli of Experiment I would be judged more
similar to a set of locations in a squarethan to a set of
visually presented letters. Or consider the stimuli in
Experiment II. Is it really the case that the airplane
stimuli resemblea set of locationsin an array more than
"resemblance"
the word stimuli and that this pattern of
is substituted
numbers
a
set
of
letters
or
is reversedwhen
for the set of locations? The implausibility of this
suggestion argues for a qualitative rather than a
quantitative distinction among the stimuli and, hence,
for the idea that there are at least two distinct
information-processingsystems.It might be noted that,
even if the single processingsystem altemative were
viable, the low levelsof interferenceacross,comparedto
"types" indicate that the different
within, information
types of information are processedin a functionally
distinct manner,if not in a structurallydistinct one.
Data relevantto the conceptof a unitary memory and
processing system arc available from correlational
analyses conducted on the results of the present
experiments.First, considerthe correlationsbetweenthe
performance on the two simultaneous tasks either
computed for averageperformanceon all trials acrossSs
or on a trial-by-trial basis for each S. If a single
processing system were involved in both tasks, one
would expect thesecorrelationsto be relativelylargeand
negativein sign. That is, if both tasks require the use of
the same memory system, then it would be expected
that good performance on one task could only be
achieved ar the expense of poor performance on the
other concurrent task. In fact, however, none of the
correlationsbetween recall and recognitionperformance
were significantly different from zero.
A second analysis involved computing correlation
coefficients between the values for each S of the mean
number of identity items recalledin Trial Type I and the
mean number of position items recalledin Trial Type P.
The rationale behind this analysis was that, if a single
memory were responsiblefor rememberingboth position
and identity information, then one would expect large
positive correlationsbetween the estimatesof identity
memory capacity and position memory capacity.On the
other hand, if more than one memory system were
involved, one would expect generally low nonsignificant
correlations.
The valuesof the identity-position recall correlations
w e r e + . 3 1 5 f o r E x p e r i m e nIt a n d + . 8 5 2 f o r
ExperimentII. Both correlationsare, thereforeJpositive,
but only the one from Experiment II was significantly
different from zero (p < .05).
For purposesof comparison, correlationswere also
computed from the recalldata in Experiment II between
recall performance with the sametype of information at
two different points in time. The averagewithin'session
correlations (mean of fint l0 trials vs mean of last l0
trials) were +.803 and +.644 for identity and position

information, respectively. The average across-session
correlations(mean of 20 trials on SessibnI vs mean of
20 trials on Session2) were +.587 for identity
information and +.557 for position information.
The important point to be noted is that all of the
correlationsreported aboveare largerthan the largestof
the conelations between different types of information
(i.e., +.352), indicating that the strength of the
relationship between the two estimates of memory
capacity is much greater when the same type of
information is involved. Moreover, since a certain
amount of positive correlation might be expected
becauseof motivational differencesacrossSs, even the
weak relationshipthat appearsto exist betweendifferent
types of information may be suspect.
The conclusion that must be reached from the
correlationanalysisjust describedis that only very weak,
if any, support for the single memory system idea is
provided. In fact, the resultsappearto be as consistent
with the multiple memory hypothesisas they are with
the hypothesisof a unitary memory.
It is clear that considerableevidenceexiststo support
the idea that different types of information are stored
and processed in distinct information-processing
systems.This conclusionis consistentnot only with the
results of the present experiments but also with the
(e'g., Brooks,
resultsof experimentsby other researchers
l97l;
Meudell'
&
Barrett,
Heyer
1970;
den
1968,
1967,
1972; Munay & Newman, 1973). If upheld, this
conclusion witl require that current theories of
information processingand memory be considerably
revised or extended. For example, almost all present
memory theories are based entirely on researchwith
verbalstimulusmaterial,and nonverbalstimulusmaterial
is either completely neglected or it is assumedthat
nonverbal memory can be subsumedunder the same
principles postulated for verbal memory. The
demonstration that different, types of information are
stored and processedin separatesystemswill necessarily
havea substantialeffect on this situation.
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